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A b s t r a c t  

We introduce a basic framework for multi-agent belief revision in 
heterogeneous societies where agents are required to be consistent in 
their beliefs on shared variables. We identify several properties one 
may require a general multi-agent belief revision operator to satisfy, 
and show several basic implications of these requirements. Our work 
reveals the connection between multi-agent belief revision and the the- 
ory of social choice, and attempts to provide some initial understand- 
ing of the multi-agent belief revision process. 

1 Introduct ion  

Consider an agent, a set of beliefs it adopts, and a new observation it makes. 
Taking the new observation as a fact that  should be incorporated to its 
beliefs, the agent may need to revise its beliefs. Belief revision is a basic 
research topic in AI [Gar88, KM91, FH94, dS92, Gro88, Doy91], and research 
on the theory of belief revision seems to converge to a well-established theory 
[Gar92]. Most of the theory developed in this area has concentra ted on 
systems consisting of a single agent. Our aim in this paper is to use the 
current unders tanding of the single agent belief revision process in order to 
discuss the more general process of multi-agent belief revision. 

Consider a set of agents operating in a shared environment.  The agents 
may be robots, databases, or other artificial entities. Each of them may have 
its own perspective on the world, but usually there will be several elements 
that  are shared among the agents. For example, in the context of distr ibuted 
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databases, different agents may have different data items they refer to, but 
there are also common data items that several agents may refer to. Assuming 
that the perspective of an agent is captured by a set of beliefs, and that each 
agent may encounter new observations, the agents may need to revise their 
beliefs. 

Most previous work on multi-agent belief revision has emphasized the re- 
vision of an agent's model of other agents' models. For example, in [vdM94] 
Meyden considers the case where new observations are observed by all agents 
simultaneously, and as a result of such new observation agents revise their 
beliefs about the beliefs of other agents. Other researchers (e.g., Gaspar 
[Gas91] and Galfiers [Gal92]) consider situations where observations made 
by an individual agent may change its beliefs and its beliefs about the be- 
fiefs of other agents, as well as effect the content of messages the observer 
may wish to send to these agents. In this paper we wish to take another 
perspective on multi-agent belief revision. This paper initiates research on 
multi-agent belief revision in heterogeneous systems, where each agent may 
have its own perspective of the world but the agents need to coordinate (i.e., 
agree on) their beliefs on shared elements. Unfortunately, excluding some 
work on algorithmic aspects of multi-agent belief revision [HB91], no work 
has addressed this general heterogeneous multi-agent belief revision process. 
However, the latter is crucial for many applications, such as in the context 
of distributed databases. 

In this work we introduce a basic framework for multi-agent belief revi- 
sion, discuss several requirements one may require a satisfactory multi-agent 
belief revision to satisfy, and present some basic implications of these require- 
ments. In particular, our work reveals a connection between multi-agent be- 
fief revision and the theory of social choice, a connection we believe to be of 
significant importance. 

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we briefly discuss 
part of the theory regarding single agent belief revision which we will make 
use of in later sections. In Section 3 we introduce the multi-agent belief re- 
vision setting. Section 4 fists our set of requirements from the multi-agent 
revision process. We consider consistency and rationality requirements, so- 
cial rationality requirements, and additional semantic requirements. While 
these requirements are not ultimate, we believe they capture the type of the 
properties a satisfactory multi-agent revision operator should have. In Sec- 
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tion 5 we present the imphcations of our requirements. In particular, we 
present several basic results regarding the existence and uniqueness of a sat- 
isfactory multi-agent behef revision operator. In Section 6 we further discuss 
our setting and results, as well as some related work. 

2 P r e l i m i n a r i e s  

The discussion in the following sections will make use of some basic notions 
and results of the theory of single agent behef revision. This section presents 
a brief introduction to these notions and results. 

Def in i t ion  2.1: Let 0 = {~1,...,~,~} be a set of primitive propositions. 
Let E be the closure of • under ~, V. A belief is a sentence K B  E £.  Al- 
ternatively, a behef K B  C Z: is associated with its set of truth assignments) 
Given a current behef K B  and a new observation O, a belief revision is a 
transformation from K B  C £ to K B '  E l: where all truth assignments of 
K B '  are truth assignments of O. 

# 

A behef revision is therefore a process in which an agent changes its cur- 
rent behefs in a way that the set of truth assignments associated with the 
new behefs will also be truth assignments of the new acquired observation. 
Naturally, not all belief revision operators are satisfactory. A satisfactory 
(single agent) behef revision operator is assumed to obey the AGM postu- 
lates [AGM85, Gar88]. These postulates aim to capture stabihty properties, 
ehminating unnecessary perturbations to the database. For example, one of 
these postulates states that if a new acquired observation is consistent with 
the agent's beliefs, then the agent's new behef is obtained by adding the new 
observation to the current beliefs. In the case of a propositional knowledge 
base, it has been shown [KM91] that the AGM postulates coincide with the 
following conditions (the Katsuno and Mendelzon conditions), where K B  is 
the current behef, O is the current observation, and K B  o 0 is the result of 
revising K B  by O: 

1For a discussion of various approaches to modeling belief and belief change the reader 
m a y  consult [Gro88]. 
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1. K B  o 0 implies O 

2. If K B  A O is satisfiable then K B  o 0 ~ K B  A O. 

3. If O is satisfiable then K B  o 0 is also satisfiable. 

4. If KB1 ~ KB2  and O1 -= 02 then KB1 o 01 --- KB2  o 02 

5. (KB o O) A O' implies K B  o (0  A 0') 

6. If ( K B  o O) A O' is satisfiable then K B  o (O A O') implies ( K B  o O) A O' 

In the sequel we will refer to the above conditions as the KM conditions. 
The above conditions capture basic properties required from a satisfactory 
belief revision operator.  In addition, Katsuno and Mendelzon supply the 
following representat ion theorem: 

T h e o r e m  2 .2 :  A belief revision operator o satisfies the Katsuno and 
Mendelzon conditions if  and only if  there is a persistent assignment 2 which 
maps each belief K B  to a total pre-order --<KS over the possible assignments 
to • so that the truth assignments to K B o 0 are the minimal  truth assign- 
ments of 0 with respect to -<KS. 

In this paper we will not provide the details of the above basic result. 
However, the message of this result, as well as of other  results which followed 
and extended it (e.g., [FH94]) is both simple and powerful. Roughly speaking, 
it can be summarized as follows. A satisfactory belief revision operator  can 
be viewed as an operator which generates a ranking (i.e., a total  pre-order) 
over the set of possible assignments to • as a function of the current  belief, 
where the set of minimal  elements in this ranking coincides with the current  
belief. Given a new observation O the operator  will choose the minimal  
assignments in this ranking that  satisfy O to be the new (revised) belief. As 
a result, we can view a single agent belief revision operator  as a mapping 
(R  °la, O) ~ R r~*~' where R °ta and R n*~ are rankings over the set of possible 
assignments to O. 

2The definition of persistent assignment and other details regarding this result are 
omitted from this paper. For full details see [KM91]. 
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3 Mult i -Agent  Bel ief  Revis ion 

In this section we define a basic setting where multi-agent behef revision can 
be investigated. We treat multi-agent behef revision as a two-phase process 
and discuss our strategy for defining satisfactory multi-agent behef revision 
operators. In this paper we will assume that  there are only two agents in our 
sys tem?  

D e f i n i t i o n  3.1: Let A = {1, 2} be a set of agents functioning in a partially 
shared environment. The environment is described by a set of primitive 
propositions ~ = { ~ l , . . . , ~ n } .  For each agent i there is a set ~i C 
of primitive propositions that  describe agent i 's view of the environment.  A 
proposition ~ C • is a private proposition of agent i if ~ E ¢i  \ e j  for j # i. A 
proposition ~ C ~ is a shared proposition if ~ C ~i n ~ j  for j # i. The private 
domain of agent i consists of all the private propositions of this agent, while 
the shared domain of the agents consists of all of their shared propositions. 
An observation by agent i is a set of possible t ru th  assignments to a subset 
of its private propositions or to a subset of the shared propositions. 

The above definition captures a general setting where each agent has 
private propositions as well as other propositions which are shared with other 
agents. The shared domain defines also the communicat ion language for the 
agents. Agents will be able to communicate  only about elements of the 
shared domain. We make the assumption that  an observation refers either 
to private or to shared propositions, and that  the shared domain includes at 
least three primitive propositions. We will also make the assumption that  
only one agent can make an observation at a given point. 4 

Given a new observation the agents would need to incorporate it into 
their behefs. Our main question is: what  would be the s t ructure  of a behef 
revision process in a multi-agent setting? 

3Our results can be extended to some n-party settings, where n > 2. We will return to 
this point in Section 6. This point is discussed in detail in [KD96]. 

4Similar settings can be defined for the case where agents may have simultaneous 
observations, or observations about a mixture of private and shared propositions. Although 
the belief revision operators which the agents use may be defined for these cases as well, 
our multi-agent setting assumes the above-mentioned restrictions. 
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Given the above setting we view the multi-agent belief revision as a two- 
phase process. In the first phase, if the new observation contains information 
regarding Oi then agent i performs an individual belief revision. We assume 
that an observation about the shared domain is communicated by the ob- 
server to the other agent; hence, in the latter case both agents would make 
an individual belief revision. In the second phase the agents may wish to 
coordinate their beliefs. The first phase is in fact a single-agent belief re- 
vision process as investigated in previous work; the second phase is still an 
unexplored step which should be carefully investigated. 

Given the above discussion we can define: 

Def in i t ion  3.2: A multi-agent belief revision is a mapping 

M U L T I -  R E V  : (KB~Zd, KB~'d,O,a) ~ ( K B ~ * ~ , K B ~ ' ) ,  

where KB~ 'Zd is the old belief of agent i, KB~ ~' is the new belief of agent i, 
0 is an observation, and a is the identity of the agent who made the observa- 
tion. The individual belief revision phase is the first phase of the multi-agent 

( K B  °Id KB~ ~d, O, a) belief revision process, and it is a mapping Step1 : ~ 1 , 
(KB~,KB21), where K B [  = KB~'ldoo if the value of a is i or 0 refers to the 
shared dom~n, and K B [  = KB~ 'zd otherwise. 

Assuming the Katsuno and Mendelzon conditions hold for the individual 
belief revision phase, we get that this phase can be treated as a mapping 
Step1 " (R~Id, R~ zd, O,a) ~ (R~,R~), where R~ td and Ri / are the rankings 
associated with agent i before and after the individual belief revision phase 
respectively. 

Given the above discussion we are still left with a degree of freedom rela- 
tive to the second phase of the multi-agent belief revision process. Using the 
terminology of rankings, we can treat the second phase of the multi-agent 
belief revision process as a mapping Step2: (RiI, R2z, O,a) ~ (R~e~,R~*~'), 
where R~ is as defined above and R~ *~ is the ranking based on which indi- 
vidual belief revision will be performed on the next belief revision iteration. 

Notice that the above discussion does not assume that an agent needs to 
manipulate explicit rankings. All we assume is that agents perform a two- 
phase belief revision process, where the first phase is a single agent belief 
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revision process which obeys classical behef revision postulates. In order 
to have a full characterization of multi-agent behef revision, we would need 
to add a hst of requirements from Step2 of the multi-agent behef revision 
process. This will be the topic of the following section. 

4 T h e  M u l t i - A g e n t  B e l i e f  R e v i s i o n  R e q u i r e -  
m e n t s  

In this section we discuss the second phase of the multi-agent behef revision 
process that we presented in the previous section. Motivated by the work on 
single agent behef revision, our aim is to suggest an initial set of requirements 
from the multi-agent behef revision process and to investigate what do these 
requirements entail. For technical reasons, and for ease of exposition, we will 
present the  set of requirements in four stages. 

In the sequel we will refer only to the requirements from the second (joint) 
phase of the multi-agent behef revision process. Recall that this process can 
be described by the mapping Step2 defined in the previous section. 

4.1 Consistency 

In this work we are concerned with heterogeneous systems where agents wish 
to coordinate their activities. In particular, they would need to be consistent 
about their behefs on the shared domain. Without such an agreement, the 
system will lack sufficient coordination. 

Def in i t ion  4.1: Let KBi be the belief, interpreted as a set of truth assign- 
ments, of agent i. Let us denote by KBi(q'l n q'2) the projection of KBi on 
the shared domain. This projection is defined as the union of the projections 
of the truth assignments of KBi on ~1 n 02. 

Requirement I (Consistency): Let KB~ e~' be the behef of agent i by the end of 
the second phase of a multi-agent revision process. Then, KB~e~(Ol N ¢I'2) = 

n 
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The  above requi rement  states tha t  the  mul t i -agent  belief revision process 
should ensure tha t  agents will be consistent  in their  beliefs on the  shared 
domain.  For ease of exposit ion we assume tha t  the  beliefs of the  agents are 
initially consistent.  

Given the  consistency requi rement  we can view Step2 as a two-step map-  
ping: 

Steps.l: (RiI, R2I, O,a) --~ ¢ 

Step2.2: (nI, n~,¢,O,a ) ~ (R;"~,n~'~w) 

In the  above mappings  ¢ denotes  a set of ass ignments  to the  shared 
domain  which the  agents agree upon.  We require tha t  KB~e~'(Ol N 02) = 

KB~e~(~Ih N ~2) = ¢ .  Notice tha t  Step2.2 is, yet  again, a single-agent belief 
revision process where agents need to revise their  beliefs to  be consis tent  wi th  
¢.  However,  Step2.1 is a subt le  step which should be carefully discussed. 

4.2 Rationality 

By now we have a general  set t ing of mul t i -agent  belief revision where  agents 
are required to be consistent  in their  beliefs on the  shared domain.  However,  
consistency does not  suffice to obta in  coord ina ted  behavior.  In par t icular ,  it 
is only na tu ra l  to require tha t  the  agents will behave as a single agent  as far as 
belief revision based on observat ion about  the  shared domain  is concerned.  5 
Using the  mach inery  of Section 2 it is easy to see tha t  this common-sens ica l  
requ i rement  can be t rans la ted  into the  following pair of requi rements ,  which 
we call rationality requirements. Notice tha t  these requi rements  enforce a 
slight change in the  definition of Step2a. 

5The requirements from single-agent belief revision implies that a single ranking will 
be associated with each belief of an agent; however, this is an unnatural requirement when 
we consider only beliefs over the shared domain. Hence, in our setting the agents will need 
to behave as an agent with a particular belief revision operator about the shared domain 
(which they need to implicitly agree upon at each point as we describe), but this belief 
revision operator may change in the following iterations. This point is further discussed 
in [KD96] and in the full paper. We will return to this point at Section 6 
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Requirement 2: The output of Step2.1 is a joint ranking over the possible 
assignments to ~1 N ~2. 

Requirement 3: If the observation made is about the shared domain, then the 
behef on the shared domain will be revised based on the previously agreed 
upon ranking over the possible assignments to ~1 A ~2. 

Notice that the above requirements are again a straightforward interpre- 
tation of the classical single-agent behef revision theory, when apphed to the 
shared domain. Given the above requirements, we can redefine the multi- 
agent behef revision process to consist of the following steps: 

Step~ : (R~ zd, R °ld R: ld, O, a) ~ (R~,Z R2)Z 
2 ' 

step=., : Ri, R:", O, (R7 

I I n e w  n e w  Step2.2: (R1,R2,R~ ¢w, O,a) --~ (R 1 ,R 2 ,R~ ~ )  

In the above mappings R~ ~d and R~ e~' denote the previously agreed upon 
ranking over the shared domain, and the new agreed upon ranking over the 
shared domain, respectively. Initially, these rankings are undefined. Notice 
that the set of minimal elements in R~ e~ and the sets determined by project- 
ing the minimal elements in R~ ~w and R~ ~w on the shared domain, should 
be identical. In a case where the observation O is about the shared domain, 
Step2.1 would require that the minimal elements in R~ ' ~  would coincide with 
the minimal elements is R~ °Id that satisfy O. We would hke to emphasize 
again that what we obtained here is a characterization of multi-agent behef 
revision by means of mappings between rankings. These however may be 
imphcit rankings; the key point is that we can view the multi-agent behef 
revision process as if it consists of a mapping between rankings as defined 
above. 

Notice that, given the above structure, the multi-agent behef revision 
process is an i t e ra t ive  process which is initiated each time a new observation 
is made. Each iteration of this process can be viewed as if it consists of the 
previously mentioned stages. For ease of presentation, we will assume that 
the first observation made (when the system is initiated) is about the private 
domain of one of the agents. 
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4.3 Social Rationality 

Our previous discussion left us with a degree of freedom relative to Step2.1. 
This step should determine the new joint ranking of the agents over the 
shared domain. Naturally, this new ranking should be a function of the 
individual rankings of the agents over the shared domain in the beginning of 
Step2.1. 

The individual ranking of agent i over the shared domain, Ri Ls, can be 
extracted from its individual ranking R~ as follows. Let W denote the set of 
possible assignments to 'l~i, and let W, denote the set of possible assignments 
to ffz N if2- For every ws E Ws, let G(w,) C W be a minimal element 
according to R~ / which projects w, on the shared domain. We can now define 
the ranking R~ 's by defining w, < w: to hold if and only if G(w,) < G(w:) 
in Ri/. 

The mapping defined in Step2.1 should take into account the individual 
rankings of the agents, since these rankings capture the private beliefs of the 
agents. Therefore, we should require social rationality about the way R~ ~'~ is 
built given R~ 's and R~ 's. Requirements for social rationality can be found in 
the social choice literature [LR57, Art63]. These requirements were already 
used in the AI literature in a somewhat similar context [DW89]. 

We will adopt the following basic social rationality requirements. 

Requirement ~ (Generality): The mapping defined in Step2.1 should be de- 
I S  I S  fined for a l lR  1' and R 2' . 

Requirement 5 (Weak Pareto Optimality): For every x, y E Ws, if z < y both 
in R~ 's and in R~ 's then x < y should also hold in R, "~'. 

Requirement 6 (Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives): For every x, y E 
W,, the relation between x and y in R~ ~'~ depends only on their relation in 

I , S  R11's and R 2 . 

4.4 Semantic Requirements  

The last set of requirements relates to the fact the process defined above 
should be a fairl adequate, and cautious belief revision process. 
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Requirement 7: The result of the multi-agent belief revision process should 
be independent of the names of the agents (i.e., 1 and 2). 

Requirement 8: If an observation about the private domain of agent i has 
changed its ranking over the shared domain then R ~  ~' should be different 
from R~ °ld. 

Requirement 8 may seem a bit technical, but it captures the desire that 
changes caused by private observations cannot be simply neglected. Notice 
that the need to consider shared observations has already been addressed by 
other requirements. 

Requirement 9: Let R~ new1 and R~ new2 be two candidates for R, new in a partic- 
ular iteration of a multi-agent belief revision process which satisfies require- 
ments 1-8. Assume that R~ "~'1 and R~ ~'2 coincide until the k ' th rank, but 
the k-th rank of R~ ~wl strictly contains the k-th rank of R~ ~'2. Then, the 

new2 process should prefer to choose R~ e~l rather than R, . 

Requirement 9 captures the need to be as cautious as possible in ignoring 
some of the possible assignments, which is a typical assumption in non- 
monotonic reasoning and belief ascription contexts [BT94]. Although this 
requirement is natural in many domains, one can consider situations in which 
this requirement is not essential for defining satisfactory multi-agent belief 
revision operators. Results similar to the ones presented in the following 
section can be obtained if we drop requirement 9 or replace it by similar 
requirements. 

5 Implications of the Multi-Agent Belief  Re- 
vision Requirements 

The previous section defined a set of requirements from the multi-agent be- 
lief revision process. Although we believe that these requirements are not 
ultimate ones, we think they capture the type of requirements a satisfactory 
multi-agent revision operator should satisfy. Hence, it may be of considerable 
importance to study the implications of these requirements on the identity 
of a satisfactory multi-agent belief revision operator. 

First, we can show that: 
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T h e o r e m  5.1:  Any mapping of R~ 's and R~ 's to R: ~' which satisfies 
requirements £,~-6, and 9, would have the property that R~ e~' = R11's or 
R: = R ' /  

The above theorem implies that  given two individual rankings over the 
shared domain in Step2a, a mapping satisfying our requirements would out- 
put  one of these rankings as R ~  ~. This result is mainly an implication of 
Arrow's Impossibility Theorem [Arr63]. Notice that  the process we consider 
consists of a sequence of iterations, where in each iteration a multi-agent 
belief revision operator is applied. The above theorem implies that  given a 
particular iteration of the multi-agent belief revision process, if we denote 
the individual rankings of the agents over the shared domain in Stepz.a by 
Rank1 and Rank2 respectively, then R2 *~' will be either Rank1 or Rank2. 
Given this we can show that:  

T h e o r e m  5.2:  Assuming the agents have fixed syntactic names, there is 
no multi-agent belief revision process satisfying requirements 1-9. Moreover, 
there is no multi-agent belief revision process satisfying requirements 1-6 and 
8-9. 

The above theorem refers to the case where we use fixed syntactic names 
for the agents. However, one may think of semantic names, where the names 
of the agents are not fixed, but are determined by the system's history. For 
example, one may wish to say that  as far as joint decisions are concerned, 
agent 1 is taken to be the agent who observed the latest observation. The 
syntactic names of the agents will then play no role in joint decisions. Such 

pI,S semantic names can be captured by a naming function which maps -~t 
and R2 z's to Rank1 and Rank2 based on the previous history of the agents. 6 
The requirements about the connection between R11's and R2 I's to the new 
joint ranking, will be replaced by similar requirements about the connection 
between Rankt and Rank2 to the new joint ranking. The case where Ranki = 
RI,S i for i = 1, 2, independent ly  of the previous history, gives us the  case of 
fixed syntactic names. 

6Naturally, we may wish to consider only the part of the history which both agents c a n  

refer to. 
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In the sequel, the history of agents will include the sequence of previous 
beliefs on the shared domain and observations made. The naming function 
will be applied at each iteration to the agents' joint history. Formally, this 
history is a sequence (B0, Obl, B1, Ob2, B 2 , . . . ,  Bn-1, Obn), where Bi is the 
agents' belief on the shared domain after the i's observation, and Obi is the 
identity of the agent who made the i-th observation, where Ob,~ refers to the 
identity of the last agent to initiate a belief revision iteration; the history also 
stores the type (i.e., private or shared) of each Obl; for each Obi (0 < i < n) 
which refers to an observation about the shared domain, the history may 
also store the value of the corresponding observation. Naturally, the naming 
function will not refer to the content of private observations but only to the 
identity of their observer. 

Recall that in our study we refer to a sequence of iterations where each 
iteration consists of a single multi-agent belief revision process. The naming 
function is the tool by which fairness requirements and other semantic con- 
siderations can be better incorporated into the system. Given that there is 
an agent who would dictate the new ranking in a given iteration, the naming 
function can determine the identity of the dictator. 

We can show that: 

T h e o r e m  5.3: Let Rank1 = R~ 's where i is the agent who made the last 
observation. Then, there is no multi-agent belief revision process satisfying 
requirements 1-9. 

T h e o r e m  5.4: Let Ranks r~ I'$ = --i where i is the agent who made the last 
private observation (i.e., observation about a private domain). Then, there 
exists a multi-agent belief revision process satisfying requirements 1-9. This 
multi-agent belief revision satisfies that R~ ew = Rank1 at each iteration. 

The above theorems show that if the naming function always selects as 
agent 1 (or always selects as agent 2) the agent who was the last to make an 
observation, then we will not get a satisfactory multi-agent belief revision; 
however, if the naming of agents will change only after having private ob- 
servations then we will get the existence of a satisfactory multi-agent belief 
revision process. Moreover, we can show that the above naming function is 
the only one which will yield a satisfactory multi-agent belief revision process: 
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T h e o r e m  5.5: The naming function defined in Theorem 5.4, is the only 
naming function under which requirements 1-9 are satisfied. 

The above theorems suggest to us a particular satisfactory multi-agent 
belief revision operator. According to this operator the revision process will 
be carried out by the agent which was the last to make a private observation, 
using the original belief revision operator of this agent. The outcome of the 
revision made by this agent will be announced to the other agent, which 
will then revise its beliefs appropriately. Notice that this multi-agent belief 
revision operator is easily implementable. Each agent will need to keep track 
of which agent has made the last private observation, but the revision itself 
will be carried out using the single agent belief revision operators the agents 
are occupied with. 

6 D i s c u s s i o n  

In the previous sections we have introduced a basic multi-agent belief revi- 
sion setting, and presented some basic requirements from a multi-agent belief 
revision process. We have shown several implications of these requirements; 
these include results pertaining the existence and uniqueness of a satisfactory 
multi-agent belief revision operator. In this paper we made some assumptions 
which can be relaxed. For example, one may consider different variants of the 
rationality requirement, and of the pareto-optimality assumption. Neverthe- 
less, simple variants of these requirements can be shown to lead to similar 
results. However, it is not our claim that our requirements are ultimate. Our 
belief however is that our requirements and results supply an initial rigorous 
setting that enables the initiation of research on multi-agent belief revision 
in heterogeneous societies. 

The reader should notice that we have not required that the agents will 
behave as if they have a fixed belief revision operator over the shared domain. 
At each iteration, a revision of the joint beliefs over the shared domMn will 
satisfy the KM conditions; however, if we consider the process as a whole (i.e., 
require the KM conditions regarding revisions that may be made in different 
iterations) then condition 4 of the KM conditions may not be satisfied. This is 
implied by the fact that we view step 2.1 of each iteration, as a decision about 
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the joint belief revision operator (over the shared domain) for the following 
iteration. Naturally, this decision may depend on the whole information the 
agents have, and not only on their decision on joint beliefs over the shared 
domain. 

In this paper we have restricted ourselves to the case of two agents. One 
may consider a larger group of agents. Our results can be extended to the 
case where a fixed number of agents share a single shared domain (i.e., each 
primitive proposition is either associated with only one of the agents or is 
associated with all of the agents). In this case the multi-agent belief revision 
process and the corresponding requirements are similar to the ones which we 
have used in the case of two agents, and lead to similar results. If different 
agents may have different shared domains then the problem is much more 
complicated and further study seems to be required. 

We mentioned some related work in the body of this paper. We should 
emphasize that our work has been inspired by and is complementary to sev- 
eral lines of research. First, it is related to work on applying choice the- 
ory to the AI context [DW89, Doy91]. Second, it is related to work on 
the general theory of multi-agent belief revision for uncoordinated T agents 
[vdM94, Ga192, Gas91] , and to the study of algorithmic aspects of multi- 
agent belief revision [HB91]. Less directly, this work is related to work on 
multi-agent non-monotonic reasoning [Mor90] as well as to work on speech 
acts [GS90, AK88]. Last but not least our work heavily relies on the strong 
foundations supplied by theories of single-agent belief revision [GarB8, KM91, 
FH94, dS92, GM88, Bou92, Gro88], which enable us to treat the single-agent 
revision process as a building block for the multi-agent case. Our contribu- 
tion is the introduction of basic principles and results for the general theory 
of multi-agent belief revision where agents are required to be both rational 
and consistent in their revisions. 

Appendix:  Sketch of Proofs 

P r o o f  of T h e o r e m  5.1: 

7See our discussion in the introduction of this paper. 
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In order to satisfy requirement 2, R2 *~ should be a joint ranking over 
the possible assignments to 01 N 02. Requirements 4-6 coincide with the 
conditions of Arrow's Impossibility Theorem [Arr63]. In Arrow's setting, one 
wishes to generate a joint ranking from a set of individual rankings in a way 
that will be general, (weak) pareto-optimal, and independent of irrelevant 
alternatives. Arrow's Impossibility Theorem implies that  any mapping from 
a set of rankings to a joint ranking, which satisfies these requirements, will 
be a dictatorial mapping. In a dictatorial mapping there is an agent such 
that for every pair (x,y) of assignments to 01 N 02, if this agent strictly 
prefers x over y then z will be strictly preferred over y in the joint ranking. 

( DI,  $ DI ,S  ~ This implies that in any mapping from t.~l ,-~2 / to a joint ranking, which 
satisfies requirements 2,4-6, one of the agents' individual rankings (e.g., Rx z's 
or R2 z's) will be the l~asis of the joint ranking; I.e., every strict preference in 
this ranking will be imposed on the joint ranking. At the most, the mapping 
will allow the other agent to influence the order of assignments among which 
the dictatorial agent is indifferent. However, Requirement 9 implies that in 
generating the joint ranking we will prefer to adopt each rank of the dictator 
as is. | 

P r o o f  of T h e o r e m  5.2: 

The fact that requirements 1-9 are not simultaneously satisfied is an 
immediate corollary of Theorem 5.1. The proof of Theorem 5.1 also implies 
w.l.o.g that agent 1 will dictate the joint ranking at each iteration. As a 
result, a private observation by agent 2 which changes its beliefs on the shared 
domain will not change the joint ranking. This contradicts requirement 8. | 

P r o o f  of T h e o r e m  5.3: 

There are two possible mappings of (Rank1, Rank2) to R~ e~. If R2 = 
Rank1 then the dictatorial agent at each iteration is the agent who made 
the last observation. If R~ e~° = Rank2 then the dictatorial agent at each 
iteration is the agent who did not make the last observation. 

Consider the case where R~ ~ = Rank1. Assume that the first observation 
is a private observation made by agent 1, and that the second observation is a 
shared observation made by agent 2. Given that R2 *~ = Rank1, agent 1 will 
determine the joint ranking of the agents at the end of the first iteration, and 
agent 2 will determine the outcome at the end of the second iteration. Notice 
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that Requirement 3 requires that given an observation about the shared 
domain the beliefs over the shared domain will be revised based on R, °zd. 
However, since agent 1 is the dictator of the first iteration, and it dictates 
only the beliefs in the beginning of the second iteration (and not the agents' 
individual rankings in this stage) we get that Requirement 3 can not in 
general be satisfied. 

Consider the case where R~ e~ = Ranks. In this case it is easy to see that 
a private observation will never affect the joint ranking and requirement 8 is 
not satisfied. | 

P r o o f  of T h e o r e m  5.4: 

In step2.2 the agent which is not the dictator should revise its beliefs to 
coincide with the dictator's beliefs over the shared domain. This implies that 
Requirement 1 is satisfied. 

The outcome of step2.1 is R~ 's where i is the agent who made the last 
private observation. R~ l's is a ranking over the possible assignments to ¢1 n42; 
therefore, the outcome of step2.1 is a ranking over the possible assignments 
to 41 N 42, and Requirement 2 is satisfied. 

In an iteration initiated by an observation over the shared domain, the 
dictator is the dictator of the previous iteration. Without loss of generality, 
if agent 1 was the dictator of the previous iteration then in the previous 

,mew px,s and agent 1 needs not perform additional revision in iteration R s = ~1 
step2.2. Given that no change of dictator can occur between that (previous) 
iteration and the current one, the new revision will be made based on the 
individual ranking over the shared domain of agent 1, which coincides with 
the agreed upon ranking of the previous stage. Hence, Requirement 3 is 
satisfied. 

The mapping in step,.1 is a fully dictatorial mapping, which uses only a 
semantic consideration when deciding on the identity of the dictator. Hence, 
it is easy to check that Requirements 4-7 and 9 are satisfied. 

If agent i makes a private observation then it determines the joint ranking. 
Hence, the effects of the new observation on the agents' view of the shared 
domain are fully reflected in R~ e~, and Requirement 8 is satisfied. | 

P r o o f  of  T h e o r e m  5.5: 
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The proof follows from the following pair of lemmas. 

Lemma 1: Any multi-agent behef revision process that satisfies require- 
ments 2-6 and 9 will be a process in which the dictator under a shared 
observation has been also the dictator of the previous iteration. 

Proof of Lemma 1: As we have shown in the proof of Theorem 5.1, if 
the process satisfies requirement 2,4-6 and 9 then R~ *~ = Rank1 or R2 *~ = 
Rank2. Requirement 3 demands that if we are revising according to a shared 
observation, the minimal assignments according to R~ e~ will be identical to 
the minimal assignments according to R, °ld which satisfy the new observation. 
The only way to ensure this (without relating to the agents' current behefs 
and observation or to the complete previous rankings) is to have as the 
dictator the agent whose individual ranking over the shared domain by the 
end of the previous iteration coincides with R, °ld. This agent needs to be the 
dictator of the previous iteration. 

Lemma 2: Any multi-agent behef revision process that satisfies require- 
ments 2,4-6,8 and 9 will be a process in which the dictator under a private 
observation is the agent who made the current observation. 

Proof of Lemma 2: If the process satisfies requirement 2,4-6 and 9 then 
R~ ew = Rank1 or R~ '*w = Rank2. Requirement 8 demands that an agent 
who made a private observation will be able to influence the joint ranking 
and will not be ignored. Any mapping that will allow in some point for a 
non-observer to dictate the joint ranking after a private observation will be 
potentially blocking this influence. Given our assumptions about the naming 
function and the need for satisfying requirement 8, we must allow the observer 
to dictate the joint ranking which results from a private observation. 

| 
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